Review – Hobson’s Choice

Good – 25







A well-told story performed by actors at the top of their game.
By gum, it wor reet good!
Very good. Excellent mis-en-scene and acting.
A real Sunday afternoon film. It was certainly of its time and would not be considered politically correct today but I still
enjoyed it. Thanks also for organising the lovely meal at the Rathskeller, a nice way to spend Sunday.
Thoroughly enjoyed it. Great to see it on the big screen, and lovely to hear the audience chuckling away and laughing out
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loud. Well done - good choice.
I like these old British films. A nice afternoon thank you.
Both thoroughly enjoyed it despite the fact that some of the attitudes and acting style were very dated. Meal at Rathskeller
very enjoyable too.
They don’t make them like that anymore! Good choice for a Sunday afternoon.
I was delighted to be 'reunited' with this film which I saw on its original release in 1955. Beautifully acted by the whole cast.
I enjoyed it thanks!
We both enjoyed Hobson's Choice and chuckled all the way through it. Great fun and lovely to see a black and white
film. Thanks for choosing it.
Having only seen Hobson's Choice on grainy VHS, I was impressed by the clarity of the digital remastering. Every pore on
Horrible Henry's face! Good performances all round. Very suitable offering for a January afternoon.
By gum, it were grand.
Enjoyed the film. John Mills was excellent and as Ian said in his intro Prunella Scales is still on our screens, amazingly, 65
years later. Very well made for the time and certainly Salford looked a bit bleak!
Thoroughly enjoyed the film.... interesting to see the cast in their youth, the sets, locations and fashions. Good meal at the
Rathskeller everyone seemed to be having a sociable time. Count it a success, many thanks for the hard work setting it up
Ann.
Great film. Really enjoyed it. It’s great to see films on the big screen we can only see on tv.
Thoroughly enjoyed it. Excellent acting and very good to have strong woman as the lead rather than romantic interest.
It was the first time I had seen the film. It was good especially Charles Laughton and John Mills.
We really enjoyed Hobson’s choice.
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